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INTRODUCTION

Space flight requires high performance materials with high strength to density ratio over a wide temperature
range. The definition of the high temperature, however, depends on the application. In terms of satellite sys-
tems, for example, high temperature can be anything above 450 K, while this is perceived as a low temperature
in rocket engine technology or structural response at hypersonic flight. Ground based high temperature applica-
tions, include fire fighting, where the thermal emergency conditions exceed 600 K, power plants and incinerators
operating at up to 1100 K, and modern gas turbines are run at temperatures up to 2500 K for increased efficiency
and reduced emission. Extreme environment is also faced during high-speed flight or in engines and rockets.
The wall temperatures currently endured are roughly 3500 K in the hot combustion zone and a few hundred
Kelvin in the cooled exterior of the chamber wall and approximately 2000 K on short-term exposed vehicle
leading edges.

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR, German Aerospace Center) has been investigating
ceramic rocket motors since the 1990s [1, 2]. The experience with this technology has led to the transpiration-
cooling of other hot structures, such as thermal protection systems (TPS) for atmospheric re-entry manoeuvres.
The fiber ceramic C/C-SiC used for the SHEFEX II TPS is manufactured in house at DLR-BK. It is a composite
consisting of carbon fibers with a matrix of carbon and silicon carbide. It has been qualified in plasma wind
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tunnel testing and during real re-entry flight, such as in the FOTON 9, EXPRESS, FOTON-M2, and SHEFEX
missions. Moreover, with AKTiV, the first transpiration cooling flight experiment was flown on SHEFEX II in
a sub-orbital re-entry mission in 2012 [3].

The present manuscript is based on and profits from this broad experience. It is an extended version of the
book chapter [4]. Fruitful help was provided by my colleagues Henning Elsäßer, Sofia Giagkozoglou, Christian
Dittert, Daniel Prokein, Simon Vandevelde, and Dr.-Ing. Stefan Löhle.

DLR’s transpiration-cooled composite thrust chamber
during a 20 s representative demonstration test at the
P6.1 test facility (MT5-A campaign) in 2011. Chamber
pressure pc = 55 bar, oxide-to-fuel-ratio = 5.5 with liq-
uid oxygen and gaseous hydrogen (9% fed through the
permeable combustion chamber lining) [2]

Chapter 1 gives an overview over the loads on hy-
personic vehicles, putting into relation the two typ-
ical hypersonic flight situations atmospheric re-entry
flight and hypersonic cruise flight. In chapter 2, an ap-
proach of determining the thermal structural response
of hot structures for their proper layout is introduced.
This approach is realized in the program HEATS
which serves later to interpret flight data. Chapter 3
gives a brief overview over reinforced ceramic ma-
trix composites often used as structural material for
hypersonic applications. Chapter 4 gives flight data
from AKTiV on SHEFEX II. The data and evalua-
tion show that AKTiV has successfully demonstrated
transpiration-cooling during atmospheric re-entry and
proven high efficiency. Transferring the findings from
one-dimensional ground-based and flight experiments
to the multidimensional critical components of hyper-
sonic vehicles, such as leading edges, additional considerations have to be made. Chapter 5 discusses the
coolant mass flow distribution in orthotropic material in three-dimensional structures when pressure and ther-
mal gradients occur.

Transpiration-cooled experiment AKTiV on
SHEFEX II.

Transpiration-cooled Leading Edge as sketched by
Bulman.

The development of high temperature management is ongoing and the examples shown here make no claim
to be complete. New and improving solutions are always possible. Have you got an idea?
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1 HYPERSONIC FLIGHT

Hypersonic velocities are encountered during atmospheric re-entry flight or during sustained hypersonic flight.
Both are connected with flight in the atmosphere, where the large velocities of the vehicle causes a shock or a
bow shock wave ahead of the vehicle. Through this shock, the atmospheric gas is compressed and the kinetic
energy is dissipated into internal energy of the atmospheric gas.

Hypersonic velocity is generally defined as velocities of Mach 5 or greater and implies effects such as
narrow shocks, with shock distances so small that the shock layer may interact with the boundary layer, or
high temperature effects in which the atmospheric gas is decomposed by dissociation of the molecules and
ioniziation of flow particles. It was found in the 1950s by H.J. Allen that the shock distance δ to the vehicle
surface increases with the nose radius which drastically decreases heat load. Oertel gives the correlation [5]

δ = RLE0.143e3.24/M2
(1)

for hypersonic flight with Mach number M and the leading edge radius RLE .
A few vehicles having performed successful re-entry are shown in figure 4. Typical entry velocities v range

from 7.9 km/s for an Earth orbital re-entry and over 11.3 km/s for a return mission from another celestial body.
The kinetic enthalpy

h =
1

2
v2 (2)

amounts to approximately 31 MJ/kg, and 63 MJ/kg, respectively.
Re-entry vehicles are, in principle, deceleration systems, the most prominent one being the Space Shut-

tle [6]. The challenge of the atmospheric re-entry is decreasing the vehicle’s velocity from 7.9 km/s (28,000 km/hr)
in flight to 0 km/s on ground only by deceleration in terms of drag and friction. This can be achieved by a ballis-
tic re-entry trajectory, in which the vehicle falls at high velocity back into the atmosphere and thus encounters
strong deceleration loads and a high heat flux onto the vehicle’s protective material over a short period of time.
Deceleration can also be achieved by a lifted re-entry, in which the strategy is to decrease velocity at higher
altitude, where the atmosperic density is still relatively low, and thus encounter only a reduced amount of heat
flux. In figure 5, both re-entry strategies are sketched. Therefore, the most vehicles are blunt in design in order
to achieve large drag and a large shock stand-off distance ahead of the vehicle. In the distance between the
shock layer and the vehicle surface, the energy is dissipated into internal degrees of freedom of the atmospheric
gas, i.e. dissociation, vibration and rotation, causing a reduction of the sensible temperature of the gas for the
vehicle surface.

Figure 4: Re-entry vehicles: a) Apollo, b) Stardust, which performed hyperbolic re-entry in 2006
after having collected dust from the coma of comet Wild 2, c) European re-entry vehicle ARD
(Atmospheric Re-entry Demonstrator), which completed re-entry flight from a sub-orbital mission
after launch with Ariane 5, d) Space Shuttle, which operated on 135 missions from 1981 to 2011.
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An additional balance for the coolant yields

−
∂
(
ṁ(x,y)

A cp,CTC

)
∂x

−
∂
(
ṁ(x,y)

A cp,CTC

)
∂y

+αV (T − TC) = ρCcpC
∂TC
∂t

. (17)

When only the pressure gradient in flow direction is taken into account, the above equation yields

−ṁ
A

∂ (cp,CTC)

∂y
+ αV (T − TC) = ρCcpC

∂TC
∂t

, (18)

with the volumetric heat transfer coefficientαV , wall temperature T , coolant mass flow rate ṁ and transpiration-
cooled area A. The coolant density ρC is determined via the pressure distribution caused by a pressure differ-
ence between inside and outside. The pressure distribution within a porous material is commonly described by
variations of Darcy’s law

−∇p =
µ

kD
~v . (19)

In this equation, ∇p is the pressure gradient in all directions, which is dependent on the flow velocity v in all
directions, the viscosity µ(TC) of the fluid and on the Darcy coefficient kD.

The computer program HEATS (Heat Exchange Analysis for Transpiration Systems) serving to solve the
heat balances of re-entry vehicle structures uses the set of equations given above [18]. HEATS determines
transient wall temperature throughout an entire re-entry trajectory at short calculation time. It can thus be used
as a lay-out tool for cooled or uncooled structures for both, in-flight and ground testing, so that overdesign can
be minimized. This way, the thermal response of the structure is determined for the uncooled case as well as
for coupled film- and convection cooled conditions. It has been validated by comparison to experiments in an
arc-heated wind tunnel under laminar in-flow [18, 24]. HEATS will be referred to in a later section of this
chapter when flight data is shown and evaluated.
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Figure 18: Sintered bronze as offered by Koldamex
Stahl GmbH.

Figure 19: Ceramic sponges as investigated at TVT
Karlsruhe.

on the order of 10−13 m2. The porosity is relatively high at 12%. A coolant film may also provide oxidation
protection for the structure.Since material properties are adjustable by choice of rovings and stacking of plies,
both conductivity and permeability can be optimized to the values necessary for the application. The third
step towards C/C-SiC contains the liquid infiltration of the C/C-body with silicon under vacuum at 1870 K.
Silicon carbide is formed, starting at the phase interfaces between silicon and carbon, until the entire matrix
is transformed to silicon carbide. Meanwhile the fibres remain unaffected and a content of free silicon of
approximately 2% remains.

For transpiration- or effusion-cooling, permeable material, i.e. a sponge with open pores, like C/C, is
necessary. Other material possibilities are sintered metals like bronze or stainless, as shown in Fig. 18. For
increased temperatures, there are also ceramic sponges, for example of SiSiC, SiC, Al2O3 or mullite, as used
for example in porous burners and depicted in Fig. 19. According to the application, it has to be determined
what material meets the load case. A porous oxide-ceramic nozzle which is cooled by soaking the pores with
water might need to be fiber reinforced when it is connected with a combustion chamber that transfers stron
vibration from combustion instabilities. Or can the material be cooled efficiently enough for it to be made from
metal? Finally, chemical compatibility of material and coolant or its evaporating educts should be guaranteed.
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was run through the porous sample, which was flanged into the surrounding TPS-panel by a pressure reservoir
and riveted ceramic fasteners [44, 45]. The reservoir itself is made of stainless steel. The panel and sample are
sealed against sneak flows by graphite Sigraflex felt.

Figure 25: AKTiV thermocouple locations.

The system consists of a pressurized tank, a pres-
sure regulator, a valve on the vehicle side of the ex-
periment and another pressure regulator, a mass flow
controller (sonic nozzle), sensors and data acquisition
hardware on the payload side of the experiment. A
photograph of the entire set-up is shown in Fig. 24.
Thermocouples shall serve to monitor the effect of the
film-cooling redundantly, specifically downstream of
the porous sample, but also locally resolved, as desig-
nated by the white numbers in Fig. 25. The reference
module on panel C7, monitoring the uncooled behaviour of the set-up, is indicated by black numbers in Fig. 25.

Cooling was switched on via telecommand at 431 s into the SHEFEX II flight. It can be seen in Fig. 26 that
when the coolant began to flow, the temperatures of the panel decreased, showing the effect of the transpiration-
cooling. This is demonstrated by measurement on the porous sample itself, but also in the film-cooling region
downstream of the sample. The temperature difference with respect to the uncooled reference setup was largest
at location K38 with 87 K, which corresponds to a cooling efficiency of 58%. Downstream of the sample, the
temperature was effectively reduced by 74.5 K at K33, resulting in a cooling efficiency of 42% [43]. A cooling
effect on the order of 11% can even be noticed upstream of the sample, and it is assumed that heat conduction
causes this cooling effect.

The transverse temperature distribution in the downstream region of the cooled sample is shown in Fig. 27.
The lowest temperature, i.e. the highest temperature reduction, was measured at the centermost thermocouple
while the outermost thermocouples registered the highest temperatures. This corresponds well to the expected
coolant film behaviour, where flow from the vicinity is entrained into the coolant film. Figures 28 and 29
show that the cooling is reproduced by the computer program HEATS, described in section 2, with only small
deviations on the porous sample. Figures 26–29 also show the interesting effect that the temperatures increase
again after being cooled down from the time at whihc the coolant was turned on. This shows that the structure
is not overcooled and still reacts to increasing heat flux. This is supported by the simulations in HEATS [43].

The measurements of AKTiV at t=485.12 s are plotted over disctance x from the panel edge in Fig. 30. The
starting temperature chosen for the simulation with HEATS was the average of the panel temperatures at 431 s.

The result for the uncooled panel C7 shows good agreement with the measurement for the data from C/C-
SiC, i.e. the panel into which the sample is embedded. Far higher deviations are observed at the C/C-sample
of AKTiV (0.7445 m – 0.8055 m), which are attributed to the heat sink effect of the stainless reservoir. In the
HEATS calculation, the temperatures of the C/C are higher than those of the C/C-SiC because of both lower
thermal conductivity and a thinner sample thickness. However, in the flight measurement, the temperatures are
reduced by the set-up with the reservoir.
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5 PERSPECTIVE

The presented study shows the potential of advanced composite materials for the development of hypersonic
flight through transpiration-cooling. However, sharp leading edges promote stagnation areas causing strong
temperature gradients, and thus stress in the permeable material. Moreover, since the heat load is most severe in
the tip of the leading edge, it will become necessary to direct more coolant there than anywhere downstream of
the tip. This is also important because the stagnation area is not film-cooled by coolant from an upstream region.
Because this is the case downstream, less coolant transpiration is needed, there. On the other hand, for a phase
in which an angle of attack is flown, the coolant must be directed towards the chin panel. Transpiration-cooling
must be thoroughly investigated to see if it can serve efficiently in a TPS for orbital or higher atmospheric
velocities.

Prediction tools for three-dimensional transpiration-cooling are needed in order to design, for example, the
SHEFEX III leading edge. This includes the transient computational simulation of the cooled leading edge’s
thermal response. The simulation must be capable of considering strong gradients of all state variables. More-
over, it must compute the coolant distribution in the cooled wall at thermal non-equilibrium between coolant
and structure and at wall pressure gradients. Also, special emphasis is to be placed on investigation and exact
simulation of the film-cooling region. Figure 33 shows its current design, with porous material at the chime

Figure 33: Design of the SHEFEX III leading edge.
Figure 34: SHEFEX III leading
edge infrastructure.

and film-cooled top and chin panels. Challenges include the prediction of necessary coolant mass flow distri-
bution over the profile, including cooling efficieny in turbulent flow, realization of a graded permeability and
directed mass flow rate in anisotropic porous material, attachment of the structure to the vehicle, tightening of
the reservoir towards the porous structure and many other aspects.

Liu et al. have investigated a transpiration-cooled wedge geometry made from stainless steel with a nose
radius of 8.72 mm and a porosity of 42.8% [46]. They used various gaseous media (air, N2, He Ar, CO2) for the
cooling. They showed that the temperature gradients along the wall surface and cooling efficiency differ from
those along a curved wedge geometry. The performance of water transpiration-cooling of a leading edge with
phase change was investigated by Wang et al. [42]. The porous leading edge with 2 mm radius was made of
sintered 316L alloy and is depicted in Fig. 35. The absolute porosity was 34%. They showed that a configuration
with the thinnest wall thickness at the stagnation point provides enhancement of the cooling there.

In order to thoroughly study the flow phenomena in the porous structure, a transpiration-cooled C/C cone
shown in Fig. 36 was investigated with focus on the varying cooling mass flow along the surface, caused by the
anisotropic permeability of the material. Outflow behavior was measured by the dynamic pressure distribution
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Figure 35: Wind tunnel experiment setup for water transpiration-cooling [42].

perpendicular to the outflow at the surface. For the measurements, a constant mass flow rate through the sample
was established and a pitot sensor was stepwise moved along the flank of the cone [47]. It is important to
note that the measurement angle of the pitot tube with regards to the fiber orientation and surface matters.
Additionally, reservoir pressure and the total mass flow rate are surveyed.

Figure 36: C/C cone with indicated fiber orientation [47].

Figure 37 shows the pitot measurement
projected on cartesian coordinates when
looking head-on to the tip of the cone. The
x- and y-directions in the graph depict the
line along the flank of the cone from tip to
base. Colors represent the absolute mea-
sured pressure value and the measurement
point diameter matches the pitot diameter.
It is obvious from this representation, that
with C/C from stacked 0◦/90◦ plies a sin-
gle measurement point is not representative
and the material is strongly anisotropic. In
contrast to the idealized, homogenous approach for a Darcy-flow as used in Eq. 19, discrete, small channels
determine the outflow characteristic. However, the representation of 37 highlights, that the outflow is concen-
trated around two angles at approximately 160◦ and 340◦, representing the flow direction parallel to the plies
of C/C (see Fig. 36). On a macroscopic scale, this shows that the material has somewhat orthotropic properties,
since the permeability underlies the fabric directions. The permeability kD parallel to the plies is much higher
than that of the perpendicular direction and thus most of the flow concentrates at the regions parallel to the
plies. As expected, the cone has practically no flow at the tip region since the coolant has to penetrate higher
wall thickness [47].

The 2D-simulation of Fig. 38 of the pressure distribution with HEATS, introduced above, supports the
measurement in terms of showing a large pressure distribution difference between perpendicular and parallel
directions. The 2D calculation does not take into account potential circumferential flow within the cone that
might originate from coolant escaping from the blocked perpendicular stack towards the free parallel stack.
The boundary conditions were the reservoir pressure in the plenum and the ambient pressure outside the cone.
However, since the measurement unveils strong jets overlaying low and inhomogeneous outflow pressure, the
comparison of the measurement to the numerical results is difficult.

Should additional heat flux be applied, the coolant mass distribution in the structure plays a major role.
As mentioned above, sharp leading edges offer only little volume and thus mass for heat capacity, the maxi-
mum heat flux impinges at the tip while the tip, in terms of design, mostly has the highest wall thickness for
the coolant to pass. Additionally, upon high wall temperatures, heating up the coolant, the coolant expands.
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Figure 37: Dynamic exhaust pressure contours [47]. Figure 38: Simulated pressure distribution in
coolant with fiber orientation perpendicular and
parallel to the radius [47].

Coolant density decreases while, according to Sutherland, a gaseous coolant’s viscosity increases. According
to Eq. (19), both effects block the mass flow so that either mass flux is decreased or a higher feeding pressure
is requested to supply the same mass flow rate.

The transpiration-cooled wedge-shaped CMC leading edge simulation in a modified numerical solver based
on the OpenFOAM environment demonstrates the anisotropy influence of the material under heat load [48].
As above, different coolant mass flow distributions are determined depending on the fiber orientation of the
considered ceramic wedge. The contour plot of Fig. 39 represents the material temperature of the porous wedge.
Darcy streamlines illustrate the two-dimensional coolant gas flow path in the structure and vector arrows depict
the fluid velocity at the in- and outflow boundary. It is observed that the solid temperatures decrease to relatively
low values with distance from the wedge tip. This is due to both, lower incoming heat flux compared to the tip
region and an improved cooling situation because of smaller wall thickness.

The temperature for case A is generally higher in comparison to case B. This is especially pronounced for
the front part of the sharp structure. Due to a much lower permeability along the direction of the symmetry
line for case A, less coolant gas is transported to the front region. As can be seen from the Darcy streamlines,
the flow path is curved and the coolant exits the structure aligned with the direction of highest permeability,
i.e. parallel to the plies. In case B, more coolant mass flow is directed to the front region instead of taking the
shorter path through the wedge’s side wall. In accordance to this, it can also be noted that the coolant velocity
is slightly turned towards fiber direction in the aft region.

A fiber orientation parallel to the geometry’s symmetry line is found to be favorable in terms of cooling of
the hot wedge tip. In contrast, the necessary pressure difference in order to induce a specified coolant mass flow
is higher compared to a wedge with perpendicular fiber orientation.

Although the general understanding of transpiration-cooling and that of anisotropic material is developing,
the combination of the two is a challenge. There is for example the question of the effective exhaust velocity of
the coolant from the porous medium which has unknown coolant passage geometry. Another point of interest
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Figure 39: Contour plot of solid temperature with Darcy streamtraces and fluid velocity vectors for fiber
orientation perpendicular (A) and parallel (B) with respect to symmetry line [48].

might be the transitioning of the boundary layer to turbulent flow caused by gas injection. Moreover, measure-
ment of the volumetric heat transfer coefficient is tricky. How big does a structure have to be in order for the
gereralized laws of heat transfer and permeation to be valid? How can I attach a porous element to a vehicle
structure and how do I design parts in order for the flow to permeate them at exactly the points of interest? ...

Hannah Böhrk
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